TRANSPARENT POTENTIALS AND HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS R. 6 
. NOV I KOV
This report is based an the joint work of J.-P.FRANCOISE and R.G.NOVIKOV (see [1] ) . In order to present some results about this problem let us introduce into consideration the hamiltonian Calogero-Moser system (see [2/3] 
Theorems 1 and 2 of this report are variations of some results from [l ].

XII-0
For this report it is important to remind that Write down its asymptotics for t ~> -°° in the following form
We shall consider solutions of (2) with additional symmetrŷ 2j = ^2j-l ' ^j = ^j-J ' (6) where j == 1 ...,M , N == 2M. We assume also that
we are sure that the following result is valid, Consider now a problem about transparent potentials for the equation
where v(x^y) is smooth rapidly decreasing potential. It is convenient for us
XII-2
Introduce new variables potential. It Is convenient for us Introduce new variables z = x + ly , z ^ x -ly and rewrite eq. (11) as
The scattering amplitude f(\.,\') , X€ff , X' £ Z , |AJ = JX 1 ]. = ^ for eg. (12) can be defined using the solutions of eq. (12) with the asymptotic behavior \z\ -> ~ .
In order to give an analogy of the theorem 1 for eq. (12) , we have to Intrc duce the lower analogy of^the Calogero-Moser system (see [l] ) 9^ x ' 9P 2 / p = " -^ ,^-t r L^,
where L Is defined by (4) . Let ^^ .( n • : = ! ---N) be a solution of the lower Calogero-Moser system 2 (g > 0) . Write down Its asymptotlcs for t -> -oo in the following form n (t) ^ ^n t " ^n Jfor t ^ " 00 • (14) We shall consider solutions of (13) . (g 2 > 0) with additional symmetrieŝ
where j = 1 ... M , N = 4M .We assume also that
Let us reproduce one Grinevlch result from [6] .
If numbers S . , n . , j = 1 .. . 4M have the properties (15,16) , then v(z^z) = -8 9 8-Sin dot Q , (17) z ' z • where Q^ = z -^ z + n^ , 0^ = 2/i (^ -^; for n ^ m , is a real, decreasing at Infinity, transparent potential eq. (12). Besides, It Is stated In [6] , that this potential Is bounded. Now It Is time to present analogies of the theorem 1 and the hypothesis 2 for the case of eq. (12) .
xn-3
Theorem 2. If \(t) is a. solution to the hamil Ionian system (13) (g == 2) with the properties (14, 15, 16) is a transparent potential for eq. (12) .
Using numbers t,
and n from (14) ., this potential can be written in the form (17). Hypothesis 3. Potentials (17, 18) are dense in the space of all continuous, real, decreasing at infinity, transparent potentials for eq. (12).
